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Abstract. Variations in skin perfusion are easily detected by laser
speckle contrast maps, but a robust interpretation of the information
has been lacking. We show that multiple-exposure laser speckle
methods produce the same spectral information as laser Doppler
methods when applied to targets with embedded moving scatterers.
This enables laser speckle measurements to be interpreted more quan-
titatively. We do this by using computer simulation of speckle data,
and by experimental measurements on Brownian motion and skin
perfusion using a laser Doppler system and a multiple-exposure laser
speckle system. The power spectral density measurements of the light
fluctuations derived using both techniques are exactly equivalent.
Dermal perfusion can therefore be measured by laser Doppler or laser
speckle contrast methods. In particular, multiexposure laser speckle
can be rapidly processed to generate a full-field map of the perfusion
index proportional to the concentration and mean velocity of red
blood cells. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
erfusion levels in the skin microvasculature can be measured
nd mapped by the related noncontact optical methods of la-
er Doppler1–3 and laser speckle contrast measurements4,5 in a
ariety of configurations. These techniques are applicable to
arious biomedical imaging tasks such as quantifying the
rogress of peripheral vascular disease in diabetes or monitor-
ng the reperfusion of skin flaps in plastic surgery.

Doppler perfusion measurements have achieved some
edical acceptance, but there has been debate over the correct

nterpretation of laser speckle perfusion measurements. This
aper shows that a multiple-exposure speckle method pro-
ides exactly equivalent information to a Doppler measure-
ent.
In both laser Doppler and laser speckle contrast analysis,

he tissue under test is illuminated by a laser. A dynamic laser
peckle pattern is formed by light multiply scattered in the
issue and returned to an electronic sensor.

If the sensor records the intensity of the field at the detec-
ion point directly, with no imaging optics, the configuration
s referred to as objective speckle6 or far-field speckle7; if the
issue or target is imaged by a lens, it is the lens aperture that
ontrols the speckle, and the situation is termed subjective
peckle6 or image speckle.7 It can be shown that the speckle
tatistics of both methods are generally identical.7

ddress all correspondence to: Oliver B. Thompson, Industrial Research Ltd., 69
racefield Road, P.O. Box 31-310, Lower Hutt, 5040 New Zealand. Tel: 64-4-
31-3432; Fax: 64-4-931-3754; E-mail: o.thompson@irl.cri.nz
ournal of Biomedical Optics 027015-
A small coherent region of an objective speckle pattern is
collected by a photodiode in the case of most Doppler
methods, and a large area of a subjective speckle pattern is
recorded using a digital camera in laser speckle contrast
imaging.

In laser Doppler analysis, the fluctuations in intensity
within a single speckle are interpreted as being the result of
beating between Doppler-shifted light, which has encountered
a moving blood cell in its multiply scattered path through the
tissue, and non-Doppler-shifted light, which has encountered
only static scatterers. Laser Doppler methods generally calcu-
late a perfusion index, defined as the first moment of the
power spectrum of these fluctuations.8 This perfusion index
has been shown by both calculation and experiment to be
proportional to both the concentration and mean speed of
moving blood cells in tissue.9 Doppler methods record a con-
tinuous time series, or the related spectrum, at each measure-
ment point. This reduces the applicability of Doppler methods
to imaging tasks, as in order to generate an image, the mea-
surement point must be scanned over the imaging area and
sufficient time allowed at each point to measure a power spec-
trum and the related perfusion index. A typical commercial
laser Doppler system takes up to 5 min to record a 256
�256 pixel image.10

Typical laser speckle perfusion measurements take a single
image of the skin surface, illuminated with laser light, and
calculate the perfusion in each area of the image as a function

1083-3668/2010/15�2�/027015/7/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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f the speckle contrast in that area. Speckle contrast, defined
s the ratio of the standard deviation of the intensity to the
ean, falls as increasing blood flow generates more rapid
uctuations in the biospeckle pattern and more blurring at a
xed camera exposure. Speckle measurements are ideally
uited to imaging tasks. They generate a full-field perfusion
mage for each exposure, and their history in such applica-
ions is long,11 but their uptake required the introduction of

odern high-speed digital cameras. Acceptance has also been
indered by confusion and uncertainty about the quantitative
nterpretation of the images. It has been argued for many
ears that laser speckle contrast and laser Doppler measure-
ents are manifestations of the same physical phenomenon,
ith different methods and interpretation.7 While this view
as some acceptance, there are still distinctions made between
he two methods.

We have proposed that multiexposure speckle contrast
easurements should recover the same spectral information

hat is provided by Doppler methods.12 In this paper, we show
hat this is the case, using both analysis of computer-
ynthesized laser speckle data and experimental results di-
ectly comparing laser Doppler and laser speckle contrast
nalysis. The experimental measurements are made on both
he Brownian motion in a small vial of milk and on the blood
ow in a finger. Subject to the caveat that all experimental
easurements of perfusion require an instrument proportion-

lity factor before perfusion can be expressed in absolute
nits, speckle contrast measurements are no less quantitative
han Doppler-based methods.

Multiple-exposure speckle contrast analysis uses the in-
rease in blurring of dynamic speckle with increasing expo-
ure to infer the frequencies present at each point in the im-
ge. For a dynamic speckle image at an infinitesimal
xposure, or an exposure shorter than the period of the short-
st intensity fluctuation, there is no blurring, and the contrast
f fully developed speckle is 1. Increasing the exposure to a
articular finite value Tf blurs those fluctuations that have
eriods shorter than Tf, while fluctuations longer than Tf re-
ain unchanged. The speckle contrast is reduced from 1 as

he speckle pattern blurs, and the degree of reduction in con-
rast depends on both Tf and the frequency spectrum of the
ntensity fluctuations. This dependency is developed more rig-
rously in the following mathematical section.

Mathematical Background
oodman13 derives the following equation linking the spatial
ariance �2 of a speckle pattern captured using a camera with
xposure time T with Ct���, the temporal autocovariance of
he intensity at a point:

�2 =
1

T
�

0

T

�2�1 − �/T��Ct���d� . �1�

earranging this equation to the form:

�2T2

2
=�

0

T

�T − ��Ct���d� , �2�

nd then using integration by parts on the right-hand side and
ifferentiating with respect to T gives:
ournal of Biomedical Optics 027015-
d

dT

�2T2

2
=�

0

T

Ct���d� . �3�

Differentiating a second time generates an equation for the
temporal autocovariance function Ct��� as a function of the
spatial variance �2 and the camera exposure time T:

d2

dT2

�2T2

2
= Ct�T� . �4�

In speckle analysis, we measure the speckle contrast K, which
is the standard deviation normalized by the mean intensity
over regions of speckle pattern:

K =
�

Ī
. �5�

Substituting KĪ for � in Eq. �4�, the autocovariance function
can be expressed in terms of measured parameters K and T:

Ct�T� =
d2

dT2

K2T2

2
Ī2. �6�

This equation is scaled by the square of the mean intensity Ī2,
which is constant and arbitrary—we drop this scaling factor
for convenience in the following calculations.

Previous workers, beginning with Fercher and Briers4 have
assumed a form of the autocorrelation function. Equation �6�
shows how the autocorrelation function can be measured us-
ing speckle contrast methods. The corresponding power spec-
trum can then be found using the Wiener–Khintchine theo-
rem.

3 Computer Simulations
3.1 Generating the Speckle Cube

The nature of dynamic speckle from a volume scatterer like
skin, in which diffuse reflection involves multiple scattering
and some scattering paths involve moving scatterers, is quite
different from the translating speckle pattern produced by
moving a simple single scattering surface. The former appears
to “boil” as the speckle pattern evolves with time. This can be
modeled by allowing the phase of points in a field to evolve
randomly and generating the resulting speckle pattern using
Fourier optics.

Simulated speckle data were generated following the meth-
ods described by Duncan and Kirkpatrick.6 Their algorithms
for simulating speckle in MATLAB code are available.14 To
generate a single frame of speckle, we start from a matrix of
size L by L containing a square of size L� by L� filled with
complex numbers with unity amplitude and randomly distrib-
uted phase. This set of vectors represents the phases of ran-
domly scattered light that will form the speckle pattern—or
the phase changes applied to a coherent source by the effect of
scattering in tissue. To produce the speckle pattern, the
L�L 2-D Fourier transform of the random phase matrix is
taken and then multiplied pointwise by the complex conju-
gate. The ratio L /L� must be 2 or higher in order to simulate
a speckle sampling scheme that meets the Nyquist sampling
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�2
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riterion.15 Under these conditions, the speckle patterns show
he correct statistics for polarized, fully developed speckle.6

A succession of speckle image frames in which the speckle
volved with time was generated. These frames were stacked
o produce a 3-D set of data, termed the speckle cube. Both
oppler and multiexposure speckle contrast were used to cal-

ulate the power spectral density �PSD� of the light intensity
t a typical point in the frame.

Duncan and Kirkpatrick describe using a copula to gener-
te speckle with defined interframe correlation.16 We use a
impler technique: to generate speckle frames with a small
nterframe decorrelation, we add a small, normally distributed
andom phase to each of the vectors representing a scattered
ight component and calculate a new speckle frame as de-
cribed earlier using the new scattered light matrix. Repeating
his process for the number of frames required produces a
olume of speckle data, as shown in Fig. 1. A single speckle
rame, as seen on the smaller square face of the speckle vol-
me, shows typical speckle. The sides of the speckle volume
lotted in 3-D represent the change of intensity of a typical
ingle line in the image with time.

For the following results, a set of speckle data with 1024
rames, each 100�100 pixels with L /L�=2, was used. Each
rame is strongly correlated with the immediately adjacent
rames, with mean R between adjacent frames of 0.96. This
omputed decorrelation was set by adjusting the magnitude of
he random phase addition described earlier. We define the
ime step as 1 ms for convenience and to make the simulation
omparable to skin measurements.

.2 Doppler-Style Analysis
oppler perfusion measurements are typically based on a
ower spectrum of photodetector current.8 Taking the square
f the absolute value of a fast Fourier transform �FFT� of
ntensity in the time dimension at a single spatial point in our
ynthetic data gives us the power spectral density �PSD� of
ntensity or detector current at that point. The mean of these
pectra over all spatial points in the array gives us a mean
SD using all of the synthetic speckle data, reducing noise.

This PSD analysis is a fair approximation to a Doppler
ystem that samples entirely within a single speckle. In order
o find the PSD produced by a Doppler system in which the
ensor is larger than the minimum speckle size, we can mea-
ure the mean PSD of an integrated area several pixels wide.
igure 2 compares the original PSD with a PSD calculated

ig. 1 An example of synthetic speckle data—in this case, 500 frames,
ach 100�100 pixels with L /L�=4, shown as a 3-D volume. Time is
lotted along the long axis of the volume, and spatial dimensions
long the two short axes.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 027015-
after first taking the mean intensity over 4�4 pixel areas.
The shape of the spectrum is maintained, as is the DC level;
taking an area larger than the minimum speckle size simply
reduces the AC components of the signal.

3.3 Speckle Contrast Analysis
The basis of the multiexposure speckle contrast analysis is a
K�T� curve—measurements of speckle contrast K at a range
of exposures T �Ref. 12�. We start the analysis of the simu-
lated speckle by generating one of these curves. Longer ex-
posures in a camera integrate the speckle intensity over time,
and this is simulated by taking intensity sums of pixels over a
number of adjacent frames. It is convenient to use exposures
that increase exponentially, and here the exposure length was
increased by increasing the number of summed speckle
frames by powers of two. A single frame, with K=1, is con-
sidered to have exposure T=0, and N summed frames to have
exposure T= �N−1� ms. Any inaccuracies produced by quan-
tization errors in this procedure will be most significant at
short exposures, corresponding to high frequencies in the
eventual PSD plot. Again, all of the data available was used
for smoothing, by calculating the mean contrast K for 1024
single frames �T=0�, the mean K of 512 sums of two frames
�T=1 ms�, and so on, with the entire frame used as the
speckle calculation region. The result, plotted in Fig. 3, re-
sembles the plots produced in the past from skin
measurements.12 There are some differences, resulting from

Fig. 2 Synthetic speckle power spectral density �PSD� by Doppler-
style analysis, both with and without initial 4�4 pixel intensity
means. The 4�4 pixel average before computing the PSD reduces
the absolute level of the PSD, but the spectral fall-off is unchanged.

Fig. 3 Speckle contrast K versus exposure time in computer
simulation.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�3
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he fact that the simple speckle-generating algorithm does not
eflect speckle evolution in real tissue produced by the actual
catter process and scatterer speeds. These differences will
enerate a different power spectral density than that from per-
used tissue, but the comparison between speckle and Doppler
echniques for measuring this PSD remains valid.

A curve was fitted to the calculated points using a spline
unction. From the smooth contrast versus exposure curve, the
utocorrelation function was numerically computed using the
ouble differential equation �Eq. �6�� earlier. The autocorrela-
ion function produced is plotted in Fig. 4, together with the
emporal autocorrelation function from each pixel calculated
irectly using the MATLAB routine xcov and then averaged
ver all pixels to reduce noise.

The two curves are essentially the same. Since the tempo-
al PSD at a pixel may be calculated via the Wiener-
hintchine relation from the temporal autocorrelation func-

ion, the PSD computed via speckle contrast must now be
xpected to equal that computed from an FFT of the photo-
urrent at a point.

This PSD calculated from the speckle-derived autocorrela-
ion is shown in Fig. 5, with the PSD previously calculated in
he Doppler analysis for comparison. The power spectra cal-
ulated using the two methods are clearly consistent. The
ain difference is at high frequencies corresponding to short

xposures in the contrast versus exposure curve, where the
imulation is most susceptible to quantization errors.

ig. 4 Autocorrelation function produced by speckle analysis of simu-
ated data, with autocorrelation calculated directly using the MATLAB
unction xcov� � for comparison.

ig. 5 Power spectral density, calculated by both Doppler and
peckle contrast methods from simulated speckle data.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 027015-
4 Experimental Measurements
4.1 Experimental Methods

The PSD was measured on both the skin of the volar surface
of the forefinger and a test target using both the laser Doppler
and laser speckle systems. Measurements were made using
both systems sequentially. The Brownian motion in homog-
enized low-fat milk in a 10-mm-diam transparent plastic tube,
with the surface slightly roughened using fine sandpaper to
reduce specular reflections, provided a suitably consistent test
target.

The simple laser Doppler system used consisted of a pho-
todiode sensor �Centronics AEPX65�, a transimpedance am-
plifier giving 42 MV /A, and an HP spectrum analyzer �HP
3589A�. The laser, a 658-nm, 50-mW thermo-electrically sta-
bilized single-mode laser diode module from WorldStarTech,
was focused to a spot with effective diameter approximately
0.5 mm, and the photodiode placed at 250 mm from the tar-
get. The minimum objective speckle size at this range is about
0.4 mm, compared to the 0.85-mm diameter of the photodi-
ode. Despite this mismatch, which reduced the recorded AC
signal to some degree, there was a sufficient AC signal to
record a Doppler spectrum. Doppler spectra were recorded on
both the skin and milk dynamic targets and a static, multiply
scattering Teflon target as a control for amplifier, dark-current,
and background light noise. This small background measure-
ment was subtracted from the dynamic target spectra. The
Doppler spectra are plotted later in Figs. 9 and 12 as discrete
points rather than continuous curves, as the values were re-
corded from the spectrum analyzer using a cursor function.

Speckle contrast was measured using the same laser as
used for the Doppler measurements, with the beam expanded
using a lens to cover the target, a monochrome digital indus-
trial camera �Sony XCD-SX910�, and custom software to pro-
cess the data. The camera was fitted with a 75-mm lens, a
bandpass interference filter matched to the laser wavelength,
and a polarizing filter. The polarizing filter is used to restore
full contrast, as the multiply scattering target produces a con-
trast reduction of 1 / �2 due to the presence of orthogonal
interference patterns. The polarizing filter also removes any
remaining specular reflections from the surface of the tube.
The camera aperture was set to f/16, giving a minimum
speckle size at the sensor of 15 �m, larger than the Nyquist
minimum size for this sensor of 2�4.65 �m �Ref. 15�.
Speckle contrast calculation regions of 50�50 pixels and a
range of camera exposures from 0.1 to 100 ms on the milk
target and 0.05 to 400 ms on skin were used.

Speckle measurements were made on the Brownian motion
milk target using both the conventional imaging setup and an
objective speckle setup. In the latter configuration, the lens
was removed from the camera, the laser was focused to a spot
with effective size approximately 0.5 mm, and the objective
speckle pattern generated was recorded directly at the CCD
chip. The minimum speckle size in this configuration was
approximately 10 times the pixel size. The bandpass and po-
larizing filters remained in the system, in front of the CCD
chip. Both of these laser speckle configurations, and the laser
Doppler configuration, are illustrated in Fig. 6.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�4
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.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
he laser speckle contrast results for the lensed subjective
etup on the Brownian motion milk target are shown in Fig. 7.
he speckle contrast increases with reducing exposure, with

he expected sigmoidal shape when plotted to be logarithmic
n time. Interpolating polynomial functions are fitted to this
ata set and to the equivalent objective speckle data. The lat-
er data are very similar to the subjective speckle measure-

ents and are omitted from the plots here for clarity.
The temporal autocorrelation function for the objective

peckle milk measurements, calculated according to the dif-
erential Eq. �6� earlier, is plotted in Fig. 8. The troughs ad-
acent to the central peak are likely artifacts of our numerical
rocessing and might be removed with a larger number of
easured points, and a closer approach of the measured

oints to zero exposure.
The PSD for milk, computed from the autocorrelation

unctions found in both objective and subjective speckle ex-
eriments, are plotted in Fig. 9, together with the Doppler
easurements for comparison. These values are arbitrarily

caled in order to overlay each other, since there is an effec-
ively arbitrary gain value in both systems. The Doppler and
peckle spectra are equivalent.

The speckle contrast measurements on skin are plotted in
ig. 10, and the corresponding autocorrelation function in Fig.
1. The PSD estimates by Doppler and speckle for skin are
lotted in Fig. 12—again, the Doppler and speckle spectra are
quivalent. The small difference between the PSD curves at
igh frequencies corresponds to the region of the speckle con-
rast curve extrapolated toward zero exposure, and it is pos-
ible that this extrapolation generated the small error.

ig. 7 Measured contrast versus exposure curve for Brownian motion
n a tube of milk, using subjective �imaged� speckle.

Fig. 6 Layout of Doppler, objective, and
ournal of Biomedical Optics 027015-
5 Discussion
It is clear from the preceding results that the same spectral
information can be obtained from Doppler or speckle contrast
data. In both the computer simulations and laboratory mea-
surements, we obtain the same spectrum by both methods.

Equation �1�, the basis of our analysis, requires the as-
sumption that an ensemble of speckle intensities collected
from points distributed in space will have the same variance
as an ensemble collected in a time series. This assumption is
reasonable for skin, where there is no underlying fixed matrix
to modulate the speckle pattern, and hence no fixed speckle
pattern, but may not apply in other situations—for example,
imaging through the thinned skull of rats in cerebral vessel
imaging.17,18

Forms of Eq. �1�:

�2 =
1

T
�

0

T

�2�1 − �/T��Ct���d� ,

relating spatial variance to temporal autocorrelation occur of-
ten in the laser biospeckle literature, going back to the initial
work of Fercher and Briers.4 Many of these equations, includ-
ing our initial proposal of this technique,12 omit the term in
square brackets, as pointed out recently.19 This omission is
arguably less important when using exposures significantly
larger than the characteristic correlation times, and so was
better justified in speckle systems with exposure times of
25 ms or more. However, since to explore the power spec-
trum requires a wide range of exposures, including those
much shorter than the correlation times, which gives contrast
values approaching 1, use of the full equation is important
here.

Fig. 8 Autocorrelation function calculated from speckle curve for
Brownian motion using subjective �imaged� speckle.

tive speckle experiments. Not to scale.
subjec
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�5
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The typical use of Eq. �1� in speckle contrast analysis has
een to choose an appropriate autocorrelation function Ct���
ith some characteristic time parameter �c, based on the as-

umption that a presumed velocity distribution for the red
lood cells �RBCs� will generate an autocorrelation function
irectly linked to its velocities.5,19,20 Substituting the chosen
utocorrelation function and then integrating Eq. �1� generates
function relating �c and contrast. Measurement of a single

peckle contrast value then allows the characteristic time �c to
e measured, and from there an estimate of an average mean
BC velocity can be made. This analysis can be extended to

ncorporate multiple exposures: Parthasarathy et al.18 use
ultiple-exposure speckle imaging and a speckle model re-

ised from Briers’s to include static speckle patterns, giving
n improved linearity in relative flow measurements using
ow tubes. Similarly, Smausz et al.21 use multiple exposures
nd a Lorentzian model for velocity distribution, and add ex-
ra fitting parameters to their K��c� function to obtain a better
stimate of �c than those obtained by a single-exposure mea-
urement.

These methods rely on choosing the correct physical
odel for light scattering in tissue and moving blood, includ-

ng an appropriate velocity distribution.19 The point has been
ade that the statistics of angular scatter from RBCs means

hat the Doppler spectrum is strongly biased away from
imple speed averaging toward lower frequencies because
ackscatter has a low probability.22 The choice of velocity
istribution is also unclear.19

ig. 9 Power spectral density measured by Doppler and by both ob-
ective �lensless� and subjective �imaged� multiexposure speckle con-
rast methods, for Brownian motion in milk.

ig. 10 Measured contrast versus exposure curve for blood flow in
kin, using subjective speckle.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 027015-
Once the autocorrelation function and its related power
spectrum are measured using multiple exposures and the
analysis shown here, speckle measurements are in the same
position regarding interpretation as Doppler measurements,
and follow the same path to an estimate of blood flow. This
interpretation requires a number of assumptions—these are,
however, common to all of the analyses here. The assump-
tions are that �1� there is a fixed matrix of tissue scatterers,
with all moving scatterers being RBCs; �2� the velocity dis-
tribution of the RBCs is independent of their spatial position;
�3� the individual blood cells move independently; and �4�
there is an RBC concentration low enough that each scattered
photon encounters no more than one RBC.22,23 These assump-
tions will clearly not be met in all cases, particularly when
imaging blood vessels directly, but in the case of dermal per-
fusion, they should be reasonable. The difference between
vessel and tissue imaging should also be considered when
designing flow tubes in scattering phantom experiments to test
perfusion measurements, as used by several groups.24–26 Al-
though this approach may provide good calibration for mea-
surement of flow in vessels, the extension of these calibrations
to microvascular perfusion measurement may not be reliable.

Bonner and Nossal,22 Nilsson,23 and other workers in laser
Doppler flowmetry give the equation, for an arbitrary velocity
distribution,

Fig. 11 Autocorrelation function calculated from speckle curve for
blood flow in the skin of the right forefinger using subjective speckle.

Fig. 12 Power spectral density measured by Doppler methods and by
multiexposure subjective speckle contrast, for blood flow in the skin
of the right forefinger.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�6
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� �nP���d� � CRBC�vn� , �7�

hich scales with the concentration of red blood cells in tis-
ue CRBC for n=0 and with the product of the red blood cell
oncentration and mean velocity for n=1. This �n=1� is the
rst moment of the spectrum, or the perfusion index as mea-
ured in commercial Doppler systems. As multiexposure
peckle contrast measures the same spectrum, it can also mea-
ure this value.

Some problems remain with a direct interpretation of such
perfusion index, whether measured by multiexposure

peckle contrast or by Doppler. These problems relate to the
ssumptions required earlier, particularly the assumption that
nly the movement in the tissue is blood flow. Some authors
eport a biological zero, a perfusion index remaining during
cclusion of blood flow in Doppler measurements,27 and we
ave found the same phenomenon in speckle measurements,
uggesting that the tissue matrix should not, in fact, be con-
idered totally static. Further measurements of the spectra of
ccluded tissues, or other biological specimens where there is
o net flow, might elucidate the limits of this assumption.

It may be possible, given sufficient knowledge of the ex-
ected tissue spectrum, to fit a parametric function to the data
t some stages of the laser speckle analysis and then find a
erfusion index as a function of the fitting parameters. We
ave used this approach in skin measurements with some suc-
ess in previous work,12 generating a perfusion index that
hanges with dermal vasodilation and is consistent, on the
ame subject, over the course of several weeks. This
arametric-fitting approach gives up some robustness, particu-
arly the capability to handle any velocity distribution of the

oving scatterers, in favor of a simpler measurement requir-
ng fewer exposures.

Conclusions
ultiexposure speckle contrast measurements, using the

nalysis described, can recover the same spectral information
s laser Doppler measurements. Speckle measurements can
herefore measure dermal perfusion, with the same assump-
ions as required for laser Doppler perfusion measurement,
ut with the advantage over Doppler measurements of gener-
ting full images at video rates. This technique can therefore
rovide an improvement for any current application of laser
oppler imaging.

Multiexposure speckle need not rely on choosing a particu-
ar intensity autocorrelation function to generate an estimate
f blood flow but can instead calculate such a function from
easurements, by analysis of the speckle contrast versus ex-

osure curve.
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